Fixed wavelength fluorescence (FF) of bile as a monitoring tool for polyaromatic hydrocarbon exposure in fish: an evaluation of compound specificity, inner filter effect and signal interpretation.
Fixed wavelength fluorescence (FF) of bile has been evaluated as a monitoring tool for the screening of polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) contamination in fish. The methodology was studied through laboratory and field experiments with Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua L.) and flounder (Platichthys flesus L.) exposed to various forms of PAH contamination. The present study demonstrates the ability of FF screening to discriminate between 2-, 4- and 5-ring PAH metabolites by using the wavelength pairs 290/335 nm, 341/383 nm and 380/430 nm, respectively. In general, the degree of fluorescence interference between these metabolite groups appears to be low. Dose- and time-response patterns of the FF signals were shown to give a good reflection of the PAH exposure. Further, the necessity of an appropriate dilution of bile samples prior to fluorescence measurements is demonstrated by a study of inner filter effect. Normally a dilution of 1000-2000-fold is necessary. Individual differences in the bile density, e.g. measured as the concentration of the bile pigment biliverdin, have to be allowed for when applying the FF method. However, it is shown that normalizing the FF signals to biliverdin concentrations on an individual basis added extra error to the data set. The simple, rapid and cost-effective FF method is found to be well suited for screening fish for PAH contamination.